DISCUSSION.
Prof. CALLENDAR referred to the question of superheating, and stated that the constant-pressure thermometer was more sensitive than the constant-volume one for measuring low temperatures.
XV. On TEIS paper forins part of an essay on the kinetic theory of gases, at which I have been working for some time.
the essay will not be published for some time yet ; but on account of the interest of the above question it seems desirable t o publish the results at which I have arrived.
For the sake of generality we shall suppose that the number of free positive atoms in unit volume is rrl, the nnmber of free negative atoms n2, and the number of' molecules N. These are averages ancl do not imply that the atoms which constitute the set ?a1 are the same at every instant, but that we have reached a state in which the number of molecules which disintegrate is equal to the number formed by recombination. W e shall regard the molecule as consisting of a pair of atoms in contact, each of mass nz and radius a, and one carrying a positive charge e, and the other a negative charge -e.
W e consider first the case in which the gas as a whole is at rest. W e see that the effect of the molecnles is simply to increase the specific inductive capacity, so that 1 6~ 3
I do not propose to discuss this value of K here. Suffice it to say that with the usual estimates of Noh and a it gives very nearly Professor J. J. Thonison's value of e calculated from the electrochemical equivalent. K for a gas is, however, so nearly l that we may take it as l without vitiating our results.
I n this general form little can be done with but when x depends only on ,T we can obtain the equation ; the complete integral 
and , 5 is an arbitrary constant.
where Before discussing the nature of the solution we shall conWe shall sider the case when an electric current is passing. suppose that the current is due to the bodily transference of the free atoms, while the molecnles have practically no bodily motion.
Fixing our attention for the moment on the positive group :-Let p1 be the pressure, p1 the density, so that p l = fi hna' Then the hydrodynamical and let U , be the group velocity. Sinh ehX+ a, which is proportional to the electrical density, is also periodic in the same period. Where the function sinh eh% + a vanishes 1i.e liave a n equal niimber of free positive and negatiye atonis. A t such a place there is most chance of recombination. It is probable that such recombination gives rise to luminosity. If the points of maximum matter density coincide with the points of least electrical density, then the above calculation would indicate that we should have very well defined planes of ninxinium luminosity.
The planes of inininium electrical and maximum matter density will not, however, in general coincide. Thus, though we should still have planes of maximum luminosity, they will not be so well defined.
These considerations suggest that we h a w something very closely related to the condition of things in a striated vacuumtube.
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In order to test this further, let us consider how the distance between these maxima planes varies as the constant B varies. Suppose N,=N2, and Bl=-BB,, so that the current 2e y = -ma B1.
Our first integral takes the form
The least value which cosh eh% can have is 1.
Suppose F the value of ax -where x=O.
.. strength of cuirent the distance d diminishes as the current increases. NI will be proportional to the deusity xnultiplied by some function of E", so that the formula for d will agree fairly well with these experimental results if Fa lies between
_ -
The distance between the strize depends on the diameter of the discharge-tube. It is possible that the solution of the general differential equation for x mould lead to this, but it seems hopeiess to attack the equation for two dimensions.
Another interesting deduction from the solution above, which has been verified experimentally since I macle the calculation, is that while ax -is periodic in the stris the am potential x is not periodic. IT is well known that shortening the period of oscillation of a galvanometer-needle by increasing the strength of the inagnetic controlling field decreases the decwment, 01. ratio of one complete swing to the next. It follows therefore that €or a given initial aniplitude of' vibration a needle swinging in a strong controlling field will inake a greater number of oscillations before coining to rest tlixn when swinging in a weak field ; but since the time of each oscillation is less in the former case it does not follow that the time required for the amplitude to be reduced to a given fraction (say k) of its initial value is greater with a strong than with a weak controlling field.
Examining the question theoretically, and making the usual assuinpt,ioii that the retarding forces are proportional to the first power of the velocity, one arrives at the conclusion that the time taken for the amplitude to become l / m of its initial value is independent of the strength of the controlling field, and so the time taken by the needle in coining to rest from a given initial deflexion should be the same whether the period of vibration is long or short.
For 
